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Studio Modijefsky is an interior architecture studio founded by Esther Stam in 2009. Its home in the centre of 
Amsterdam hosts an international team of architects and interior designers who provide a total creative 
service for spatial interventions for clients that range from hotels to boutiques and bars to spas. The eight 
women that currently form the studio carefully design everything that is seen, passed and touched by a visitor 
for the duration of their stay whether it’s five seconds or five hours.  

 

Every Modijefsky project is unique thanks to a rigorous creative process that’s rooted in each location. The 
site – not just the building but also the local environment - is carefully researched and analysed to reveal and 
embellish the location’s story. An equal amount of attention is given to the brand or inhabitant of the new 
space in determining how their attributes, character and heritage can be translated into a relevant, appealing 
spatial design and experience.  

 

The next step is to consider how the space could and should be used. Height, width, lines of sight, routing, 
light and sight are explored and optimized in a spatial design in which everything is related to the location and 
brand’s unique character. Finally, the entire creative process is presented to the client in a book that tells the 
history of the location and its future design.  

 

The worlds Studio Modijefsky creates need to make sense until the very last detail. Achieving this level of 
quality requires a large team of professionals - not just designers but painters, electricians, craftsmen, light 
makers, shop fitters, and contractors – pushing their limits to perform at their best. This level of collaboration 
is only possible with regular contact, so Studio Modijefsky regularly visits building sites and workshops where 
the interior and its contents are made to ensure optimum quality.  

 

It’s part of the studio’s ultimate goal to reinvent the way people interact with an interior. By relating design to 
the location’s context (whether natural or urban) and playing with the composition of texture and materials, 
light and routing, height and depth, sight and tactility Studio Modijefsky creates spatial experiences that 
surpass all expectations and create valuable new memories.  

 

 

 


